
Subject Research Enquiry Questions EPQ Tutor
English How does literature enable us to see the world through the eyes of a child? NRI

Investigate the use of the unreliable narrator in contemporary fiction. NRI
How does poetry allow writers to explore culture and identity? NRI
How is the nature of war presented through literature? NRI
What is the relationship between theatre, history and politics? NRI

Maths Integration and Differentiation - From Velocity to Displacement ENO
Binomial Expansion - Applications in Industry ENO
Mathematics is the language of nature. Discuss. TDO
How did the introduction of "Complex numbers" advance mathematics? Discuss. TDO

 We use base 10 for our number system. The Egyptions used base 60. Base 20 is used in some communities today.Are some bases better than others? Discuss.TDO
Probability: Does the house always win? Discuss. TDO
Is a knowledge of mathematics useful when studying music? Discuss. TDO
Why do we enjoy theme park rides? Discuss. [Your answer needs to include mathematical justifications]. TDO
Navigating using Bearings ENO

Science - biology Choose 3 of the following research titles. Your research should be 500-800 words.
1. How do human activities impact species, communities, and ecosystem function across spatial and temporal scales? HAA
2. What is the relationship between genetics and obesity? HAA
3. What is the role of Marine Biology in Glacial-Interglacial CO2 Cycles HAA
4 How.stem cells used in cancer therapy? highlight all the opportunities and challenges HAA
5.Neurobiology: study how people remember things and define whether we can rely on our memories when recalling how things really happened. HAA

Science - chemistry Choose 3 of the following research titles. Your research should be 500-800 words.
1.The chemistry of fireworks What are the component parts of fireworks? What chemical YAL
compounds cause fireworks to explode? What chemical compounds are responsible for the colour of
fireworks?
2. Why is copper sulfate blue? Copper compounds like many of the transition metal compounds DES
have got vivid and distinctive colours – but why?
3. Aspirin What was the history of the discovery of aspirin, how do we manufacture aspirin in a YAL
modern chemical process?
4: The hole in the ozone layer Why did we get a hole in the ozone layer? What chemicals were ECN
responsible for it? Why were we producing so many of these chemicals? What is the chemistry
behind the ozone destruction?
5. ITO and the future of touch screen devices ITO – indium tin oxide is the main component of DES
touch screen in phones and tablets. The element indium is a rare element and we are rapidly
running out of it. Chemists are desperately trying to find a more readily available replacement for it.
What advances have chemists made in finding a replacement for it?

Science - physics
Choose 3 of the following research titles. Your research should be 500-800 words.
 Richard Feynman was one of the nicest and most important Physicists of modern times. VTE
 Our life would not be affected if refraction did not happen. Discuss. VTE
 Nikola Tesla could have had advanced Physics further if he was motivated by money. VTE
 Jocelyn Bell Burnell should have been awarded a Nobel Prize in Physics VTE
 In your opinion what is the most important discovery in particle physics? VTE

  The light bulb is often suggested as the most important invention of all time. Explain how itworks and offer your own opinions on its importance. VTE

Geography "The short-term consequences of major tectonic activity are inevitable; the longer-term ones are entirely avoidable" Evaluate this statement. TPN/KWI
Assess the view that international initiatives are increasingly needed to manage the Polar regions JCH
Assess the view that the social costs of pollution are usually greater than the economic costs. AHU

History Investigate the fall of one chosen empire in history. HNO
Investigate whether violent protest is more effective than non-violent protest. HNO
Choose one technological discovery in history and explain its impact on society. HNO

Politics Investigate the rise of populism in politics. CWM
Brexit was inevitable. Discuss. CWM

Philosophy Is knowledge justified true belief? KRO
Does Aristotelian virtue ethics provide a reliable guide to action? KRO
Does the cosmological argument prove the existence of God? KRO

MFL - French To what extent has "le redoublement" been a success for the French education system? MWA
How relevant is the "Académie française" in protecting the French language in today's globalised society? MWA
To what extent has the "gilets jaunes" movement changed French society for the better? MWA

MFL - German To what extent can we consider Brecht a revolutionary dramatist? KMU
To what extent can Marlene Dietrich be considered one of the most important German actors of all time? And why? KMU

Business To what extent does marketing impact childhood obesity SMO
How and why do businesses in the VR industry change and adapt their marketing strategies SMO
Has the music industry been hurt by the rise of the internet? SMO

Economics Is positive discrimination the best approach of resolving gender inequality in the UK? SMO
Should smokers be treated on the NHS?” SMO
To what extent has Brexit impacted the UK Economy? SMO

Computing Will machine learning be a groundbreaking technology in the future? KMA
What impact will virtual reality have on the future? KMA
How safe is cloud computing? KMA

Art and Design Find out how the Industrial Revolution changed the art world. PMA
Explore how the technological advance, urbanisation and the rise of the middle class brought about Modern Art. PMA
Identify 5 key art movements of Modern Art (1850 - 1970, not Postmodern or contemporaty art) and what each movement explored. PMA
Present an introduction to the rise of Modern Art, and a paragraph for each of the 5 Modern Art movements you have looked at. PMA

Product Design Investigate how we travel, why and where we go. Then design and develop ideas for a product which could be used by travellers of the future. SHT
Compare and contrast two design movements with regard to the impact they had on the way people lived and their quality of life. SHT
How can designers work towards a more sustainable future in Product Design and beyond? SHT

Physical Education  Fitness testing in sport. Using examples, explain howtechnology has helped to develop fitness testing in the 21st century. BHI
In 2013, American cyclist, Lance Armstrong, was found guilty of doping and was stripped of his seven Tour de France titles.
Discuss the suggestion that doping is necessary at elite level.

BHI

Analyse the relationship between sport,  business and  media. Discuss the advantages and  disadvantages of the impact this has on sports 
performance and training.

BHI

Using the attribution and motivation theories, evaluate the reasons why a young person may not participate within sport. Give strategies you could use 
to encourage a young person to become involved in sport.

BHI



Music Without Music life would be a mistake' (Nietzsche) Discuss. CLP
Discuss the developments in Music technology since the 1960s. CLP
Analyse the therapeutic qualities of Music. CLP

Psychology 1. Dicuss the influence of nature versus nurture on human behaviour SPR
2. What is the role of the media, videogames and cartoons in increasing aggression and violence in children? SPR
3. Is Psychology a science? SPR

4. How do memories affect the behaviour of individuals? SPR
5. What is schizophrenia? Is it down to biology or environmental factors? SPR


